
Jungleyes Bengals    
 P.O.Box 310790    New Braunfels, Texas 78131   #  830-708-3651 

Kitten/Cat Sale Contract        

e-mail: autro777@gmail.com      Date: _____________            

  This contract is between ____________________________________________(Buyer) 

 _________________________________________________ 

 and _______________________________(seller), conducting business as Jungleyes 
Bengals cattery, herein called Buyer(s) and Seller/Breeder. 

Buyer information: ____________________________________ 

address: _____________________________________________ 

Mailing address: ________________________________________________ 

email: _______________________________________________ 

phone:_______________________ 

phone: _______________________ 

license:______________________________ 

additional: 
______________________________________________________________________ 

This Bengal (s)  is being sold as :  /  Breeder  / Show / Pet Only/ Name:_____________ 

Micro chip_____________________________________Name Changed: ___________ 

Breed: Bengal   Date of Birth:  _______________   Sex: M  F   Color: ________  
Pattern: _______                            

Dam:______________________________ 

Sire:_______________________________ 

Price of Bengal______________Sold Price_________ How Paid___________ 
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This Bengal(s) is being sold as:  Breeder/ Show / Pet only ( 2nd Bengal Kitten) 

 

Micro Chip: _________ Breed: Bengal Date of Birth: _________  Sex:  M  F 

 

Pattern: ________     Color: _________ Name __________________ 

Dam: ____________________________-SBT # ________________________________ 

 

Sire: _____________________________-SBT# ________________________________ 

 

Price of Bengal: ____________ Sold Price: ___________ Deposit: __________ 

 

Balance of Bengal:  _______________________  How paid: _____________ 

 

For those picking up their Bengals.  We supply a carrier, dry food and wet food, their toys 

and some new toys, sample bag of litter, pine pellets.  Sometimes a kitty bed or blanket.  

We encourage you to purchase their own kitty condo and one more litter box (just a plain 

one to start with in their new home).  A drinking fountain later on would be nice too. 

 

Vaccines Schedule: 

CRP initial ________ CRP booster _______Feleuk Vac Initial ______ Feleuk Booster _______ 

 

Rabies _________  Kittens have been wormed/ cestex/ strongaid 

 

To be Spayed or Neutered ____________________approx. time 

 

*Spaying or Neutering is required as soon as your Veterinary Doctor says it can be done.  You 

are required to send proof when completed to the breeder.  Via email or text.  As soon as 5 or 6 

months old. 

 

*Information on the micro chip will be sent to you after the proof of spaying or neutering has 

been completed. 

 

* Kitten Food:  Iams kitten or Purina smart blend kitten dry food, available for the kitten at all 

times, Wet food:  Fancy feast kitten, blue kitten, royal canin kitten food.  They have had only 

bottled water.  Make any changes to their food slowly. They are being feed up to 3 's a day the 

wet food.  If not using entire can refrigerate, but do not give cold wet food, let get to room 

temperature.  Sometimes they like one kind more than the other and sometimes like a change. 

Feeding times:  ____________ 

We ask that you use the wet food and dry food and litter we have provided as they are 

accustom to this;  make any change of the course of a month or more to allow them to 

adjust. 
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Buyer agrees to the following conditions in regards to their new Bengal/cat or kitten. 

 

* Under no circumstances will this cat/kitten or its progeny be sold, leased or given away to any pet 

shop, research laboratory, animal shelter or similar facitily.  Should buyer be unable to keep said 

cat/kitten bengal, the breeder is to be notified.  Breeder will try to help find a suitable place for the 

Bengal. It is ulitimatly the buyers responsibilty to fina suitable new home for their Bengal cat/kitten.If 

possible or necessary the Breeder will take possession of the bengal, to find a suitable home( no monies 

will be refunded to the buyer). In some circumtances the buyer will contribute monies if breeder is 

taking back the bengal cat/kitten. (This will cover vet costs update vaccines and wellness exams and 

required kennel space if needed.) If buyer is unhappy with their new kitten a replacement can be 

discussed, it might be at a later date, discretion of the breeder. 

 

*The Bengal cat/kitten will be kept indoors and not allowed to roam freely outside. Some can be 

harness trained and leash walked with constant supervision.  Always use a quick release collar on your 

cat/kitten for safety.  Supervise sometypes of toys: eye balls come off, strings, feathers, bells small 

enough to swallow, etc. are dangerous, even small leather mice with tails could be chewed and or 

swallowed....take precautions even with wand toys with long lines left unsupervised. 

 

*If this Bengal cat/kitten is found to be neglected or mistreated, buyer will surrender said cat/kitten to 

the breeder, unconditionally. Bengal kitten /cat is not to be declawed, breeder does not want 

DECLAWED. When Bengal is being sold as Pet Only, No Breeding with any other feline or another 

Bengal is Allowed ever. Accidentaly or Not.  Spaying and Neutering must be completed at the 

appropriate time.  Otherwise, you will be considered not caring for your Bengal properly and will have 

to surrender back to Seller/Breeder.  Fines up to $20,000 will incur for Breeding  illegal the Bengal, 

no rights to breed or show have been conveyed. Do not purchase cat or kitten if you plan on 

declawing, it is not permitted with our Bengal kittens/ or Bengal Cats. No exceptions. Micro chip 

info # will be forwarded to buyer after proper documentation/proof of the spay or neuter is received by 

the seller via text/ email. 

 

*Buyer is to provide remainder of vaccinations necessary, following the schedule on page 2.*It is 

recommended that your new Bengal be isolated from other pets in the house in the beginning.  Just a 

safe place, especially if you have to go out for a time.  Buyer should have taken all precautions with 

present feline member(s); all necessary vaccines and or blood test to be confident there is no carriers of 

disease.  Buyer has seven day to two weeks to have their veterinarian exam their new kitten/cat bengal.  

If kitten/cat is found to be mediacally deficient with an untreatable or life threatening problem, it must 

be reported to seller/breeder immediately.  Correspondences via Veterinary Doctor (buyers) to Sellers 

Vet doctor will ensue.  It is buyer responsibility  to always give immediatae medical care.  Failure to do 

so with immediate care will render any warranty of the cat/kitten null and void.  If a kitten/cat dies 

during two weeks period despite v eterinary treatment, replacement will be made only if a veterinarian 

certifies cause of death with an appropriate necropsy. ( unusallly not the buyer Veterinary doctor) but 

one acceptable to both parties Buyer and Seller.  If congenital a replacement of comparable quality and 

value as available within one year will be offered. Note:: Our cattery screens our breeder  bengal cat 

dams and sires and checks with snograms for HCM in the line. The kittens have two three veterianary 

exams and checks while receiving their vaccines before they are released to go to their new homes. 
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We would like to know all is going well with your new Bengal kitten/cat, so in about three days 

send us a text maybe a picture or two of how your new addition is doing and interacting with you 

and your household.  You are welcome to call or text us with any questions at anytime.  You are 

also welcome to change their name as you see fit; on kittens only.  Let us know for our records the 

new name. 

 

Bengal cat/kitten will be released to buyer only when they have been paid for in full prior to picking up 

or at the time of pick up a balance will be paid in full with cash.  Kitten/cat will be released at the 

discretion of the Seller/breeder with only the best interest of the cat/kitten in mind. 

 

This contract is legally binding to all parties involved.  Any legal fees incurred upholding this contract 

will be paid by the Buyer.  Venue is in the State of Texas and in the county of Comal.  Buyers signature 

indicates full agreement with the terms with the contract.  Facsimile signatures shall be enforceable as 

an orginal if orginal is otherwise unavailable. 

 

 

________________________________________  Date ____________    

Buyer 

 

_________________________________________Date ____________    

Buyer 

 

_________________________________________Date____________   

Seller/Breeder 

 

All bengal kittens need to be paid in full at the time they are ready to go to new 

homes.  Breeder can keep the kitten up to two weeks at no charge.  After that time 

charges for kitty sitting will incur. 

 

Additional information/Notes:  

________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________   

 

______________________________________________________________________. 
 

 

 

We Thank You for Purchasing our Bengal(s) from Jungleyes Bengals! 
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